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Logic Synthesis & Optimization

Spring 2016, Homework # 6

Due Date: Friday, April 29, 2016, on or before 5pm.

1) Don’t care Computation (15 points): Solve Problem 7 from Chapter 11 in the textbook, pp 474.

2) (15 points): Consider the multi-output circuit shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Simplification of a multi-level, multi-output Boolean network using ODCs

Identify/Compute the observability don’t care conditions for each of the internal nodes (f, g, h)

corresponding to the circuit outputs Z1, Z2. Using these don’t cares, simplify the network. (Note:

No points for collapsing and simplification).

3) Static False Paths (15 points) For the circuit shown in Fig. 11.2, pp 467, in the textbook:

a) List all the topological paths from inputs to outputs of the circuit.

b) Using static sensitization, identify any and all static false paths;

c) Are these statically false paths also truly false? In other words, can glitches propagate along

the path?

d) If logic optimization is the goal, then for all statically unsensitizable paths, eliminate the

redundancy and simplify the circuit by removing the statically false path.

4) FSM Minimization (35 points): Minimize the FSM and show the minimized state table for the

two machines M1, M2 shown below. Build the merger table, get the compatibles, get the set

of maximal compatibles, stop-think-and-proceed to draw the compatibility graphs to identify the

minimal machine. You can solve these using paper-and-pencil methods, you don’t need to formulate

and solve BCP.
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TABLE I

STATE TRANSITION TABLE OF MACHINE M1

Present State Next State, Output

x = 0 x = 1

A — F, 0

B B, 0 C, 0

C E, 0 A, 1

D B, 0 D, 0

E F, 1 D, 0

F A, 0 —

TABLE II

STATE TRANSITION TABLE OF MACHINE M2

Present State Next State, Output

x = 0 x = 1

A C,1 E, -

B C, - E, 1

C B,0 A, 1

D D, 0 E, 1

E D, 1 A, 0

The above machines M1, M2 can be minimized by a program called STAMINA. Enter the above

machines in KISS format (an example is given in the textbook, page 361, Pb. 7) and invoke stamina.

Compare the result with your answers in the above Question. Use a high verbosity-level to observe

what the program is trying to do: ’stamina -s 1 -v 10’. Stamina is up on the class website.

5) FSM minimization using BCP (20 points) For the Machine M2, you will now solve the problem

using the Binate covering problem formulation. Since you already have all the maximal compatibles

from the previous question, derive all the prime compatibles, then set-up the covering and closure

constraints, and derive the constraint matrix for BCP. Finally, solve the BCP – show your steps.


